COV2HTML isan interactiveweb interface,which is addressed to biologists, and allowsperforming both coverage visualizationand analysisof NGS alignmentsperformed on prokaryotic organisms (bacteria and phages). It combines two processes: a tool that converts the huge NGS mapping or coverage files into light specific coverage files containing information on geneticelements; and a visualization interface allowing a real-time analysis of data with optional integration of statistical results.
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COV2HTML: A visualization and analysis tool of bacterial next generation sequencing(NGS) data for postgenomics life scientists
Introduction
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are revolutionizing genomics and the benefits are becoming widespread. Nowadays, they allow large-scale comparative and evolutionary studies and understanding regulatory networks. The broadest application of NGS (Shendure and Ji, 2008) has incredibly increased the number of new genomes (Monot et al., 2009; Sekizuka et al., 2011) and rapidly re-sequenced existing genomes previously obtained by the automated Sanger sequencing method (Wynne et al., 2010) . The regulation of gene expression being a fundamental process within every cell type, the deep transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) has recently emerged as a method enabling the study of RNA-based regulatory mechanisms in a genome-wide manner (Wang et al., 2009 ). The RNA-seq has demonstrated its effectiveness in accurate operon definition, discovery of noncoding RNAs, and correction of gene annotation (Passalacqua et al., 2009; Perkins et al., 2009; Yoder-Himes et al., 2009 ). In addition, Chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with massively parallel DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq) (Robertson et al., 2007) , which is extensively used to study nucleic acid-protein interactions in eukaryotes, has recently been applied to study the target genes of some regulator proteins in bacteria (Butcher et al., 2011; Kahramanoglou et al., 2011; Lun et al., 2009 ).
All NGS technologies pose several challenges in terms of results analysis and visualizationof mapping coverage of NGS data. There are many applications that have been developed for browsing, visualizing and interpreting these mapping files. For example,Generic Genome Browser (GBrowse) (Stein et al., 2002) and Javascript-based genome browser (JBrowse) (Skinner et al., 2009 )are designed to visualize genome assemblies, IGV (Robinson et al., 2011 ) is a multiple genome browser and BamView (Carver et al., 2012 ) managesboth viewing and reading of short-read data. All these viewers load large mapping file with a consequent amount of time. Moreover managing these files is laborious and most of the analysis programs require to be installed, a fact that is not completely obvious for biologists. Currently, some research groups visualize and analyse large-scale data sets from multiple NGS experiments by using available, but often modified, bioinformatics tools (Kroger et al., 2012) . In fact, the readers usually reach only a minimal part of the huge information obtained and analyzed in publications. The remainder has to be interpreted, but that involves tools dedicated to users with a minimum of programming skills.
As more and more NGS data sets are made available, their analysis becomes more diverse and complex and, as a consequence, needs experienced and skillful experts. On the other hand, the main bottleneck for biologists to perform their own global and specific analysis is the use of dedicated tools without the help of a bioinformaticsexpert. Ideally, biologists
should have a 'plug and play' software for such studies. MAP2COV works with three mandatory inputs ( Figure 1 ): (i) a file containing the annotated reference sequence previously used for the mapping assembly in GenBank (Benson et al., 2012) or EMBL (Kulikova et al., 2007) format, or two files, one containing the reference sequence in Fasta format, and the second one containing annotations in GFF3 format (Stein, 2010) or features nucleotide sequence in Fasta format; (ii) an alignment map file in 'SAM'/'BAM' (Li et al., 2009) The position and direction of the read matches present in the alignment file are used to calculate the coverage of the reference genome except for the 'WIG' format which contains only the genomic coverage information. In the case of alignmentsperformed againstmore than one reference genome andstored in the same SAM/BAM file (e.g. bacteria genome and plasmid), MAP2COV retrieve the readsfrom the right alignment using the genome reference length.The reads are stacked on the reference genome to compute the genomic coverage.
Then the coverage of genes and IGR is calculated according to the selected coverage style.
For the mean coverage method, the read summation is divided by the length of the genetic element, whereasthe raw count method is defined by a single hit per read, so only the firstbase position of the read is used. If the data type 'TSS' or 'ChIP' are provided, the coverage is calculated in the expected promoter region, from 250 bp upstream of gene start codon to 100 bp downstream.
The output file is formatted as follow: the data type, the specified strand (in the case of stranded analysis), the genomic reference coverage, the coverage of the mapped-read firstbase (TSS processing only), the annotation (ID, position, strand, type and description if available) and the coverage value of each CDS and intergenic regions, respectively. By default, the coverage value of genetic elements is summed for both strands. In case of a strand-specific processing, the coverage is given for each strand and two output files are generated (plus and minus). Coverage data are given for each position with 10,000 values per line. To avoid overwritingissue, the output name is automatically generated as 'export_map2cov.txt' with anincremental number at the end if the name already exists. The coverage output file is then bzip2 compressed to speed up online loading in COV2HTML.
COV2HTML interface: integration, visualization and analysis of NGS data
The compressed coverage files from MAP2COV have to be directly visualized by submitting them into the COV2HTML interface. COV2HTML uses simple HTML code that assumes the low-technology style of the interface, allowing larger browser compatibility (Supplemental Table S1 ) and better swiftness, with a high real-time reactivity. The interface is divided into 2 PHP web pages, « connexion.php » for data integration and « visualization.php » for data visualization.
Data integration
In the « connexion.php » web page, analyses are entered into database or selected from 
Data visualization
In the « visualization.php » web page, the analyses are described and the coverage value of gene and IGR can be investigated. The different parts of an analysis page example are shown in Figure 3 . The search function can be used either with the ID of genetic element or by using a genomic position. The genomic coverage is drawn as a barchart for each sample, using a compression factor of 5 folds (0 -> 0; 1-5 -> 5; 6-10 -> 10…) to gain in performance.
For TSS experiments, we added green lines which represent the first-base coverage of sequence reads. The coverage values for each replicate, the mean coverage and conditions ratio are indicated on genetic-element information.
The navigation bar containsX and Y zoom buttons, a down-drop list to pack replicates into one mean coverage view (2 conditions only) and buttons and links to move through genome by feature or a fixed distance in bp.
Data analysis
The analysis of features and IGR is managed by filters based on their coverage value. In the filter box (Figure 4 ), a button permits switching from genes 'GENE' to intergenic regions 'IGR' analysis. If a statistical file is integrated, a 'Statistics' button is present and permits to switch on/off the statistical results. In case of a two-condition comparison without statistical file, a standardize button is present to normalize the coverage between conditions. We normalize the mean coverage of each replicate to the mean coverage of all replicates. The deduced replicate correction factor is applied to each genetic-element coverage value (Figure 5a ). To avoid that a small proportion of genes affects the normalization (Bullard et al., 2010) , the 5%-top covered genes are not used for the calculation. For instance, in RNAseq bacterial experiment, the rRNA are the main contaminants and high differences of rRNA quantities between samples could be recovered even after depletion of the rRNA (Chen and Duan, 2011) . Removal of their values gives a more truthfulcorrection. The strength of this correction is indicated by the color of the button, which is related to the highest correction factor (green <2; pink <5; red >5).
The analysis of genetic-elements coverage can be performed in two different ways ( Figure   4 ). When we compare one experimental condition against the reference genome, the genetic elements are filtered according to their coverage, either lower or upper than a desired value. To compare two conditions, a coverage threshold and a fold change (FC) have to be selected. The threshold represents the minimum coverage value assigned to a genetic element before calculating the ratio. Thus with a gene coverage value of 2 in condition A and 30 in condition B, the real FC is 30/2=15, but it is decreased to 3 when using a threshold of 10 (30/10) ( Figure 5b ). This threshold permits limiting the background of the experiment due to low-level coverage value. The threshold modification is not available for statistical results.
The fold change (FC) level is customisable by using '+' or '-' buttons. Finally the filtered genetic elements are displayed in co-localized groups, named as 'ID of the first element-ID of the last one', with the number of members indicated in brackets.
Case study: testing COV2HTML with recently published RNA-seq data
To test COV2HTML, we searchedamong the NGS publications of the 2011's year for suitable random NGS data. However only few of them published raw or coverage data and gave a clear description of their analysis methods. Finally we chose two studies, one concerning RNA-seq comparison with 2 conditions and the other one combining transcriptional start site (TSS) analysis and RNA-seq data sets. The first study is a RNA-seq analysis performed in Campylobacterjejuni, which consists of a non-stranded RNA-seq comparison of 2 conditions with 2 replicates per condition (Chaudhuri et al., 2011) . Because only raw data were available [ENA:ERP000728], we aligned the reads by using Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009 ) to get a mapping file in SAM format (Li et al., 2009 
COV2HTML interface: a web and a local version
The web interfacehttps://mmonot.eu/COV2HTML/runs on a PC server (Core I3 at 3,4 Ghz with 16 Gb of RAM and a 2-Tb HDD drive),withUbuntu Linux using Apache HTTP server to support web services. Data generated by COV2HTML are stored in a MySQL database split into 10 sub-bases. Each sub-bases is limited to 100 stored analyses (1000 analyses in total).
We set amaximum genome size which can be uploaded at 10 megabases.This website is free and open to any users without login requirement.
A local version of the COV2HTML interface can also be set up by downloading the PHP and SQL source filesfrom http://cov2html.sourceforge.net/,together with a package that contains at least the Apache web server, MySQL, PHP and phpMyAdmin.We suggest 
COV2HTML web interface: performance test
We tested performances of the COV2HTML interface both for analysis uploading and seconds. These two test plans were launched10 and 100 times respectively,to collect meanresponse time and standard deviation(Supplemental Table S2 and supplemental Figure   S1 ).
Both test plans showed that the mean insertion time depends on the number of simultaneous users and varies from 30 to 90 secondsaccording to the data tested.The maximum of simultaneous uploadings into the database is reachedwith 10 users; at this point some users could receive an error message.There is no difference in insertion or visualization time relative to the database load. Since the internet protocol (HTTP and HTTPS) does not influence the swiftness oftheconnection with our tests, we set the secure protocol as default.
To limit database congestion, user sessions are deleted after 6 monthsif no analysis insertion or visualization hasbeen done,and the 15 oldest analyses are removed when one sub-base reaches 100 analyses. To keep a good visualization time (< 0.5 second), we limited the number of simultaneous connections to 150.
Results
According to biological questions, handling and analyzing NGS experiments require a long treatment process that can be heavy to complete for biologists without strong bioinformatics skills, in particular the aspect of data analysis. First, they have to prepare different biological samples (DNA or RNA) and send them to the sequencing platform that provides sequence reads. Then, sequence reads are sent back to biologists either as a raw data file i.e. 'Fastq', when the laboratory has the resources to achieve the alignment on the reference genome, or directly as an alignment file e.g. in 'SAM/BAM' format. Moreover a statistical file is also sent taking into account the experimental conditions and replicates. This is the point that difficulties for the processing of NGS data begin for the biologists due to the lack of adapted and easy analytical tools. The aim of this work was to develop a program that makes NGS data analysis simpler and autonomous for biologists.
COV2HTML can be used either directly by NGS platforms providing their own specific 
Identification of mapping errors
The first step of the visualization permits a quick detection of errors due to the alignment that are not always detectable in the alignment software logs. Once validated, the NGS data can be analyzed according to biological questions. The mapping ofsequence reads againsta reference genome greatly depends of the filters applied on reads or of the options chosen for the alignment. A frequent error is to retain low complexity reads or trimmed reads whose sequences are not long enough to have a statistically unique match. As a consequence, these sequences create mapping artefacts by matching several times onto the genome. Actually, the read-length limitation depends both on the genome size and on its bases composition. To illustrate this problem, we simulated from a RNA-seq experiment a high proportion of small sequences by filtering the readswith poor-quality ends before alignment againstourreference genome (unpublished data set). Then we converted the mapping file with and without the read-length limitation option of MAP2COV. As illustrated in Figure 6 , we observed an accumulation of suspect reads without using the limitation (Figure 6a ), which disappeared when the limitation was applied (Figure 6b ). This read-length option is useful for bioinformaticians to check themapping quality and for biologists as well to adapt filtering criteria without requiring an expert.
Case study 1: Analysis of recently published RNA-seq data by COV2HTML.
The aim of the RNA-seq analysis is to determine the impact of the various growth conditions or gene mutations on the transcriptional expression and to identify which genesare differentially expressed. Visualization of the results is critical and can quickly highlight unexpected differences. To validate the relevance of COV2HTML for a RNA-seq analysis, we tested the program with NGS data of a C. jejuni RNA-seq study recently published (Chaudhuri et al., 2011) , corresponding to a standard comparison of 2 experimental conditions (wildtype and mutant strains) with 2 replicates. In this study they showed that the expression of 27 genes was significantly altered in the mutant compared to the wild-type strain with a minimal fold change of 5 (Table 2 ). This analysis was well described, the raw data were available onlineand we could therefore integrate them in COV2HTML. The statistical results were also enteredinto COV2HTML. In the publication, the gene-coverage calculation style was the raw counts whereas MAP2COV was configured to convert data either with the 'Mean coverage' or the 'Raw counts' styles. To compare with statistical results of the publication, we simulated theC. jejuni RNA-seq analysis according to the author's conditions by setting in COV2HTML the gene filter standardization on "ON" with a minimum fold change difference of 5 (FC < 0.20 or FC > 5) without coverage value limit (threshold = 1).
With these criteria, we were able to recover at least 26 out of 27 geneshighlighted in the publisheddata whatever the coverage calculation style (Table 2) .
Case study 2: Analysis of a recently published TSS experiment by COV2HTML.
Transcription start site (TSS) sequencing or 5′-end sequencing experiments are used to identify the exact 5′-end of transcripts. The sequences derived from the 5′-end approach may correspond either to real start of transcripts existing in the native cell or to break points of degraded RNA molecules. In addition to characterize the 5'-start of genes, such data need to be analyzed by visualization tools in order to highlight the transcript sense and non-coding RNA (ncRNA) as well as cis-antisense transcripts. With COV2HTML, the TSS coverage is calculated from the most probable region of a transcriptional start corresponding to the position -250 to +100 bp relative to the translational start points. Afterwards, a manual curation of the putative TSS found can be done using the first-base coverage of sequence readsrepresented in the coverage view of the sample as green lines (Figure 7) . In order to demonstrate the relevance of COV2HTML for the TSS analysis, we used data of the TSS experiment performed in the Archaea S.solfataricus (Wurtzel et al., 2010) . The raw data were also available online and converted by MAP2COV into coverage files and the analysis was simulated through COV2HTML by using only the default coverage filter (coverage > 10) without manual curation. The authors found 960 TSS on both strands, which were verified by combining the coverage of TSS experiments along with an incisive examination of the nucleotide composition upstream to these sites. By usingCOV2HTML, a list of 755 and 817 TSS were detectedfor strand plus and minus(Supplemental TableS3) respectively, which contains near 80% of the TSS published (Table 3) . Thus, even with a simple criteria and without further manual analysis, COV2HTML was able to highlightmost of the TSS results of this article.
Case study 3: Combined analysis of RNA-seq and TSS data by COV2HTML.
The visualization of multiple RNA based NGS analyses can offer the possibility to detect new transcript genes or the presence of ncRNAs and cis-antisense transcripts that could be responsible of transcriptional regulation. A single-nucleotide resolution map of the transcriptome of S.solfataricuswas recently generated (Wurtzel et al., 2010) ,by combining two independent transcriptome sequencing approaches: a whole-transcript sequencing (RNA-seq) and a 5′-end sequencing (TSS). Both converted files were entered into COV2HTML in the following order: TSS + (strand plus), RNA-seq (non stranded) and TSS -(strand minus).
This order was chosen to visualize (i) the transcript sense and the corresponding TSS; (ii) the putative novel transcripted-protein coding genes and (iii) the non-coding RNA (ncRNA), or cis-antisense transcripts. As an example, three transcriptional starts and the expression of 2 genes are illustrated in Figure 7 . The RNA-seq coverage (Figure 7b ) indicated that 2 genes were expressed, SSO0048 and a new transcript. In the TSS strand plus (Figure 7a) , the 5′-ends of gene SSO0048 and SSO0049 are shown in black pillars bordered by a green line. The same profile was observed in the TSS strand minus (Figure 7c ) for the new transcript but with multiple right green lines. By changing the Y-scale to view high coverage (1-2500), 2 main green lines are found that could correspond to (i) the 5'-end of the gene already annotated (SSO0047) with a post-transcriptional maturation or (ii) the 5'-end of a new transcript identified by the RNA-seq coverage. In addition in the same study (Wurtzel et al., 2010 ), a proteomic analysis was performed and confirmed that this new transcript encodes a protein.
The visualization tools given with this publication (Wurtzel et al., 2010) , combining in one graphic all the results, are remarkable but not easily accessible for the biologists without bioinformaticsskills. COV2HTML allows biologists to combine and visualize their raw data and data from publications prior to access sophisticated analysis tools.
COV2HTML Security
The security of the COV2HTML websitehttps://mmonot.eu/COV2HTML/ is enhancedby default using aHyperText Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS). It provides authentication of the websiteby authoritatively signed certificates (Go Daddy Secure Certification Authority) and bidirectional encryption of communications between client and server.As the encryption could delay the website, we add the possibility to switch between HTTP and HTTPS protocols (lock image next to the analysis title in the "connexion.php" page).
The security of the analysis is managed by a cookie coded inside the web browser with a combination of the date and a unique identifier from the database. In the case of computer sharing, the analysis can be erased manually or by removing cookie information at the end of their session. Furthermore, coverage files do not contain any sequence or information regardingthe experimental conditionsand it is possible to anonymize gene information by using the appropriate option in MAP2COV.
Discussion
COV2HTML provides an easy and 'in home' web interface for biologists allowing coverage visualization of the NGS alignment needed for the analysis. It combines two essential processes: (i) MAP2COV, a tool that converts the huge NGS mapping or coverage files into light specific coverage files containing genetic-elements information (Table 1) Several NGS visualization tools are available online, such as Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) (Robinson et al., 2011) , Generic Genome Browser (GBrowse) (Stein et al., 2002) , Javascript-based genome browser (JBrowse) (Skinner et al., 2009 ) and BamView (Carver et al., 2012) . These interfaces are high-performance visualization tools for interactive exploration of large integrated genomic datasets. Although many features overlap with these interfaces (Table 4) , COV2HTML offers facilities for the biologist users as follows. First, a complex installation procedure is mandatory for GBrowse or JBrowse (server) but IGV, BamView and COV2HTML are given directly as a graphical interface. IGV and BamView are written in Java making them portable between platforms in theory, whereas a web browser is sufficient for JBrowse (client) or the COV2HTML visualization interface. Secondly, the NGS results can be sent in many formats to biologists. If IGV, GBrowse and JBrowse support a wide variety of NGS format, BamView has been developed to visualize exclusively indexed 'BAM' files. For COV2HTML, it will use its own coverage format thanks to the converter provided, MAP2COV, which supports files that are commonly attached to publications.
Thirdly, the visualization of all gene coverage is crucial for the analysis. Actually, the automatic zoom of IGV, GBrowse and BamView can be a problem to visualize weaklycovered gene, and particularly those, which are next to a strongly-covered gene. In JBrowse, zooming in and out can be done without communicating with the server making them faster and more fluid than in GBrowse. In COV2HTML, zoom on both axes (X, Y) are usable for the data coverage visualization. This option allows users to see different expression levels without being overwritten by an automatic zoom. Finally, the analysis of genes or IGR coverage is not present in IGV, GBrowse and JBrowse. BamView can normalize data with the read per kilobase per million of mapped reads (RPKM) (Mortazavi et al., 2008) , and write an output file which can be used for further statistical analysis. In COV2HTML, the interpretation of aligned reads is screened out by using filters on genes or IGR with or without integrated statistical results. COV2HTML offers users to change analysis criteria in real-time, depending on the results visualization.
Conclusions
As more and more NGS data become accessible online, scientists are attracted to exploit diverse experimental results. However this often requires bioinformaticsskills, which mayprevent them from undertaking such studies. Thus, COV2HTML has been designed as an 
